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EMX250 and EMX125 European Championship:
Lapucci and Lata crowned champions on home soil

It

was a

big day

for Italian riders Nicholas Lapucci of Fantic

Factory

Team

Maddi and Valerio Lata of MRT Racing Team KTM, as the pair secured the crown in
the EMX250 and EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing Championships.
The newly crowned champions were able to revel in their success at the chequered flag
of their first races, as Lapucci had enough of an advantage over his closest rival Kevin
Horgmo of SM Action Racing Team YUASA Battery, despite the Norwegian winning the first
EMX250 race, while Lata’s closest rival Bobby Bruceof ASA United GasGas Racing was
forced out of the running due to a broken chain.
The crowning of the two champions wrapped up the European Championships for the 2021
season, as two days ago we witnessed Fantic Factory Team Maddii's Maximilian Spies also
become the EMX2t Presented by FMF Racing Champion.
There were more than just the champions to celebrate as Riley Yamaha Racing’s Hakon
Fredriksen secured his second overall victory of the season in EMX250, while in the EMX125
Presented by FMF Racing category 9MM Energy Drink Bud Racing Kawasaki’s Lucas
Coenen did the same, going 1-1 for the second time in 2021.

EMX250
In the first EMX250 race, it was Lapucci with the holeshot ahead of Yago Martinez, Jeremy
Sydow of Hutten Metaal Yamaha Racing, Rockstar Energy Husqvarna Factory Racing’s
Maxime Grau and Horgmo.
Horgmo was quick to make some passes and get himself into third, as Martinez was looking
to stay close to Lapucci by setting the fastest lap of the race. At that point the Spaniard
was almost a second faster than the leader.
Martinez then went out of second as he dropped down to fifth, which meant that Horgmo
moved up into his position. Rick Elzinga of TBS Conversions KTM was just behind the
Norwegian looking to get around him.
Elzinga pushed Horgmo onto the rear wheel of Lapucci as the trio were separated by just
three seconds. There was some close racing between them as Elzinga got around Horgmo,
who immediately responded. It then took Elzinga a couple of more corners before he was
able to make the pass stick.
Horgmo then had Fredriksen knocking on his door as he started to close in. And while the
pair battled for third, Elzinga was able to get by Lapucci for the lead. Fredriksen was next
to pass the Italian as Horgmo followed and did the same. Lapucci dropped to fourth.
Fredriksen then made a mistake which allowed Horgmo through. Meanwhile further down
the order Grau crashed out of 10th.

In the closing stages of the race we saw a three-way battle for the win as Elzinga, Horgmo
and Fredriksen went at it. Horgmo was first to make a move as he took over the lead,
while Fredriksen also dived down the inside of Elzinga to push him down to third in a
matter of moments.
The last three laps Fredriksen pushed Horgmo, but the GasGas rider was able to hold on
and claim his third race win of the season. Fredriksen was second with Elzinga third and
Lapucci fourth.
Despite winning the race, it was not enough for Horgmo to take the title fight down to the
final race, as Lapucci crossed the finish line as the 2021 EMX250 Champion!
In race two, Lapucci secured yet another holeshot ahead of WZ Racing Team’s Mike
Gwerder, Sydow, Grau and Fredriksen. Horgmo started the race down in eighth.
As Horgmo made his way up the order, he caught onto the back of Grau and while trying
to find an opportunity to pass the Frenchman got taken down when his front wheel collided
with the back wheel of Grau. He dropped down to 18th.
By that point Lapucci was already 4.885 seconds ahead of Gwerder who was fending off a
hard-charging Fredriksen. While trying to stay ahead of the Norwegian, the Swiss crashed
and eventually finished the race in 13th.
Fredriksen then set his fastest lap of the race as he looked to take time out of Lapucci,
but it was not enough as the Italian was more than six seconds ahead and went on to
extend his lead even further as Fredriksen settled into his position, while Elzinga was also
having a lonely ride in third.
Bonacorsi made his way into fifth but had Sydow applying the pressure. Despite that he
was able to keep moving forward and pass Martinez for fourth and that’s where he would
finish the race as Sydow was able to move into fifth with a few laps to go. Martinez finished
sixth.
Lapucci went on to win the race 6.493 seconds ahead of Fredriksen and Elzinga who was
a further 9 seconds behind.

Two consistent second place finishes were enough to put Fredriksen on the top step of
the podium for the second time this season. Lapucci was second overall, as Elzinga
celebrated his third podium of the year with third overall.
Lapucci ends the season as EMX250 Champion with seven podiums which include four
overall victories and 12 race wins. Horgmo was second in the championship with six
podiums and two overall wins, with Elzinga collecting the bronze medal with three
podiums and one overall win.
EMX250 - Championship Top 10 Classification: 1. Nicholas Lapucci (ITA, FAN), 438 points; 2. Kevin Horgmo
(NOR, GAS), 385 p.; 3. Rick Elzinga (NED, KTM), 325 p.; 4. Andrea Bonacorsi (ITA, YAM), 287 p.; 5. Hakon
Fredriksen (NOR, YAM), 252 p.; 6. Cornelius Toendel (NOR, YAM), 245 p.; 7. Liam Everts (BEL, KTM), 227 p.;
8. Yago Martinez (ESP, KTM), 227 p.; 9. Emil Weckman (FIN, HON), 154 p.; 10. Mike Gwerder (SUI, KTM),
141 p.

EMX125
As the gate dropped for EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing heat one, it was Coenen with
the holeshot as he led Ferruccio Zanchi of Yamaha Europe EMX125 MJC, Scott
Smulders from No Fear / BT Jumbo Racing and Bruce. Meanwhile Lata started down in
10th position.

Bruce then got around the outside of Smulders to move into third as Coenen gapped Zanchi
by 3.333 seconds by the end of the first lap. The Belgian followed up with a couple of
fastest laps of the race as he checked out, while Zanchi was left battling with Bruce for
second.
Lata was making his way up the order, as he got around a few riders including Andrea
Viano for seventh place. He then had a clear track as Karlis Alberts Reisulis of Yamaha
Europe EMX125 MJC was further ahead.
Yamaha Europe EMX125 MJC rider's Ivano Van Erp took a turn for the worse as he crashed
out of 10thplace, after fighting back from a mid-field start. The Dutchman then crashed
again and eventually finished the race in 15th position.
Zanchi then crashed out of second which meant that Bruce and Valk moved into second
and third. By that point, Coenen was already 11.318 seconds ahead.
Zanchi got going in sixth as Lata looked to go after the Yamaha rider. While further up the
order, bad luck struck Bruce who was hoping to take the title fight into race two. The
British rider was forced to DNF after a broken chain left him unable to carry on with the
rest of the race.
Coenen went on to win the race 14.486 seconds ahead of Valk and Reisulis who was third.
With Bruce out of the race, Lata was unchallenged for the title and could wrap it up a
race early as he crossed the line in sixth place.
In race two, Coenen led from the beginning once again with Bruce, Lata, Smulders and
Van Erp just behind him into the first corner.
Van Erp was not wasting any time as he got by both Lata and Smulders to move into third,
as the newly crowned champion came under more pressure from Reisulis who was making
his way up the field.
Meanwhile Bruce was not going to let Coenen get away so easily as he clocked the fastest
lap of the race and was just 0.947 seconds behind the leader. Coenen then responded
with his own fast lap.

Kay Karssemakers of Husqvarna SKS Racing NL then dived down the inside of Smulders for
fifth, but the battle between them remained tight. The pair pushed their way onto the
rear wheel of Lata who was fourth.
Bruce set another fastest lap of the race, as Reisulis started to close in on Karssemakers
and Smulders. The Latvian passed Smulders for sixth not long after.
Coenen then started to pull away as he was 3.455 seconds ahead of Bruce, who was coming
under attack from Van Erp. The Dutchman took a chunk of time out of the Brit as he
caught onto his rear wheel. Bruce tried to defend but Van Erp was able to find a way
through.
With two laps to go Coenen was already 5.334 seconds ahead and went on to win the race
while Van Erp was second with Bruce third.
A 1-1 result put Lucas Coenen on the top step for the second time this season, with Reisulis
celebrating his second ever EMX podium finish on the second step of the podium, while
Valk celebrated his first top three finish.
And that concluded the final round of the EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing series
with Valerio Latasecuring the title while Bruce finished second. Two race wins today
helped Coenen to third in the championship as he finished his season just ten appoints
adrift of Bruce.
EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing - Championship Top 10 Classification: 1. Valerio Lata (ITA, KTM), 330
points; 2. Bobby Bruce (GBR, GAS), 297 p.; 3. Lucas Coenen (BEL, KAW), 287 p.; 4. Kay Karssemakers (NED,
HUS), 266 p.; 5. Ivano Van Erp (NED, YAM), 249 p.; 6. Scott Smulders (NED, HUS), 226 p.; 7. Karlis Alberts
Reisulis (LAT, YAM), 205 p.; 8. Marc-Antoine Rossi (FRA, KTM), 184 p.; 9. Ferruccio Zanchi (ITA, YAM), 166
p.; 10. Alexis Fueri (FRA, FAN), 139 p.;

